The aim of the study was to record movement-related single unit activity (SUA) in the human subthalamic nucleus (STN) during a standardized motor task of the upper limb. We performed microrecordings from the motor region of the human STN and registered kinematic data in 12 patients with Parkinson's disease (PD) undergoing deep brain stimulation surgery (seven women, mean age 62.0 ± 4.7 years) while they intraoperatively performed visually cued reach-to-grasp movements using a grip device. SUA was analyzed offline in relation to different aspects of the movement (attention, start of the movement, movement velocity, button press) in terms of firing frequency, firing pattern, and oscillation. During the reach-to-grasp movement, 75/114 isolated subthalamic neurons exhibited movement-related activity changes. The largest proportion of single units showed modulation of firing frequency during several phases of the reach and grasp (polymodal neurons, 45/114), particularly an increase of firing rate during the reaching phase of the movement, which often correlated with movement velocity. The firing pattern (bursting, irregular, or tonic) remained unchanged during movement compared to rest. Oscillatory single unit firing activity (predominantly in the theta and beta frequency) decreased with movement onset, irrespective of oscillation frequency. This study shows for the first time specific, task-related, SUA changes during the reach-to-grasp movement in humans.
INTRODUCTION
Several studies have attempted to elucidate the role of the basal ganglia in motor control.
An important contribution to the understanding of basal ganglia function was supplied by animal studies. Single cell recordings in healthy primates during visually triggered arm movements revealed phasic, movement-related activity changes in the globus pallidus pars internum (GPi), putamen, nucleus caudatus and subthalamic nucleus (STN) (Georgopoulos et al., 1983; Jaeger et al., 1995; Lebedev and Nelson, 1999) . Movement-associated activity changes were observed in the primary motor cortex and supplementary motor area (Alexander and Crutcher, 1990a) , and rhythmic oscillatory activity changes in particular were found in the somatosensory (Lebedev and Nelson, 1995) and premotor cortex (Lebedev and Wise, 2000) . Movement-related cells were somatotopically arranged in segregated, parallel motor loops (DeLong et al., 1984a; Wichmann et al., 1994a) . Special interest has focused on the function of the STN as a central key station in movement control, since alterations of its neuronal cell discharges were associated with behavioral changes (Bergman et al., 1994; Wichmann et al., 1994a,b) .
More recently, routine use of deep brain stimulation in Parkinson's disease (PD) has enabled direct, single unit recordings from the STN during the surgical placement of the stimulating electrodes. To date, most attempts at characterizing human STN single unit activity (SUA) were focused on the resting state. When lying immobile, PD patients demonstrated an increased mean firing rate and a relatively larger fraction of STN neurons exhibiting burst-like, oscillatory and synchronized activity, predominantly in the beta frequency (Hutchison et al., 1998; Magariños-Ascone et al., 2000) compared to recordings in essential tremor patients (Steigerwald et al., 2008) .
Few studies have investigated single cell activity during voluntary movements in humans. Movement-related changes of STN unit activity have been described during self-paced, unconstrained movements of the upper and lower limb, such as simple extension-flexion movements (Magariños-Ascone et al., 2000; Rodriguez-Oroz et al., 2001; Abosch et al., 2002) , during visually guided joystick movements (Amirnovin et al., 2004; Gale et al., 2009) , voluntary, repetitive chest-to-target reaching movements (Levy et al., 2002) , or during cursor-tracking tasks (Hanson et al., 2012) . Movement-related cells were distributed in a somatotopic fashion within the human STN (Theodosopoulos et al., 2003; Romanelli et al., 2004 Romanelli et al., , 2005 . Although these studies revealed the existence of movement-related activity changes of the STN, they did not relate activity changes to temporal features and kinematic aspects of more complex, everyday motor tasks.
Reach-to-grasp movements represent functionally relevant movements in the daily routine, which recently gained new interest for decoding movement-related neuronal activity to improve the design of neural prosthetics Pruszynski and Diedrichsen, 2015) . Goal-directed movements and hand-shaping were intensively studied by recording cortical activity within the human posterior parietal area Klaes et al., 2015) , primate anterior intraparietal and premotor area (Lehmann and Scherberger, 2015; Michaels et al., 2015) , and by functional MRI investigations of the visuomotor cortical areas in man (Gutteling et al., 2015) . The reach-to-grasp movement requires the coordination of two different subcomponents: the ''reach'', which is mainly executed by proximal muscles of the upper limb reaching the hand towards the goal, and the ''grasp'', exerted by distal hand muscles (Jeannerod, 1984) . These components are assumed to be encoded by separate brain circuits: the dorsomedial loop involving the superior parietal and dorsal premotor cortex, which is active during all phases of the movement , and the dorsolateral circuit including the inferior parietal and ventral premotor cortex governing predominantly the grasp formation (Cavina-Pratesi et al., 2010) , which are differentially activated depending on extrinsic and intrinsic object properties (Monaco et al., 2015) . Animal data suggest additional involvement of subcortical structures such as the red nucleus (van Kan and McCurdy, 2002) , GPi (Wenger et al., 1999) and cerebellum (Mason et al., 2006) . Kinematic analyses in untreated PD patients has revealed deterioration of several aspects of the reach-to-grasp task, such as decreased velocity during the reaching phase and a disturbed timing pattern of the coordination of the subcomponents of the movement (Alberts et al., 2000) . In a preceding study, we observed that high-frequency stimulation in the STN improved distinct aspects of the reach-to-grasp task, in particular the maximum velocity and movement time (MT) during the reaching period, but had little impact on the grip formation (Pötter-Nerger et al., 2013) .
The goal of this study was to investigate the role of the STN during the combined reach-to-grasp task by performing intraoperative microrecordings during motor execution. We aimed to relate STN single cell activity to certain aspects of the reaching phase and grip formation, and evaluate the impact of the movement on neuronal firing frequency, oscillation and synchronization.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Twelve PD patients (seven women, mean age 62.0 ± 4.7 [SD] years) were enrolled after providing written informed consent. This study was carried out in accordance with the recommendations of local ethics committee of ChristianAlbrechts-University Kiel with written informed consent from all subjects. All subjects gave written informed consent in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. The protocol was approved by the local ethics committee of Christian-AlbrechtsUniversity. The decision to perform surgery was not influenced by participation within this study. Detailed information of patient demographics and clinical characteristics are provided in Table 1 .
Experimental Procedure
The day before surgery, the patients were familiarized with the motor task by performing 1-2 × 20 trials of the reach-to-grasp task outside the operating theatre.
For surgery, antiparkinsonian medication was withdrawn to allow a stable off-state (dopamine agonists at least 72 h, levodopa at least overnight). The optimal target site for electrode implantation was determined by multi-trajectory microelectrode recordings (BenGun, five microelectrodes, recordings in steps of 0.1-1 mm) and clinical evaluation of macrostimulation responses as described previously (Steigerwald et al., 2005 (Steigerwald et al., , 2008 . Briefly, up to five stainless microelectrodes (FHC, Bowdoinham, ME, USA) were simultaneously advanced in steps of 0.5 mm. Amplification, visual display, and audio monitoring of the signal were handled by the Leadpoint microrecording system (Medtronic, Minneapolis, MN, USA). The analog output of this system was fed into a second-stage biosignal amplifier (TPM, Luneburg, Germany) for band-pass filtering (0.3-10 kHz, gain of 100). Recordings were digitized using the CED 1401 system (sampling rate of 25 kHz, Cambridge Electronic Design [CED], Cambridge, UK) and stored for offline analysis on a personal computer. During intraoperative neurophysiological testing, the reachto-grasp task was additionally performed at each recording site inside the entire left STN, where spike activity with sufficient signal-noise ratio was encountered on at least one electrode. The experiment prolonged the surgery by approximately 30 min. The entire neurophysiological mapping was performed under local anesthesia without any sedatives. The subjects were in a supine position on the operating table, with the head fixed in a stereotactic frame. A response panel was placed within reach distance and within their visual field. The right hand had to be placed palm down beside the body on the operating table, as the resting condition between reaching movements. Details of the response board, the reach-to-grasp tasks, kinematic recordings with the ultrasound movement analysis system (CMS 70 P4-V5, Zebris, Germany), and electromyographic (EMG) recordings (right deltoid and first dorsal interosseus muscles) have been outlined previously (Pötter-Nerger et al., 2013) and are illustrated in Figure 1 . Briefly, small ultrasound emitting markers were fixed to the tip of the thumb and index finger, the radial styloid process, the lateral epicondyle of the elbow, and the acromion of the shoulder. A recording panel of three microphones measured the marker movements in 3D space, thus providing information about kinematic characteristics of the reach-to-grasp movement. A central light-emitting diode (LED) on the response board was illuminated as a warning cue, thereafter a directional cue was provided by an LED on the response cylinder, and the central LED switched off as a GO cue with a variable delay. After the GO cue, subjects were instructed to perform the movement towards the response cylinder quickly but carefully. The sequence was repeated 10 times with an intertrial interval of at least 10 s (randomized intervals 10-20 s).
Data Analysis

Spike Sorting
Microrecordings were analyzed offline using the Spike 2 software version 5 (CED, Cambridge, UK) and Neuroexplorer version 4 (NEX Technologies, Littleton, MA, USA), as described previously (Steigerwald et al., 2005 (Steigerwald et al., , 2008 . SUA was discriminated by threshold spike detection, template matching (70% maximum percent amplitude match, template focused on the initial negatively slope of the spike), controlled by cluster analysis with principal component analysis and final visual inspection.
Investigation of Movement-Related STN Activity with Peristimulus Time Histograms
Movement-related modulation of SUA was investigated by calculating peristimulus time-histograms (PSTH) on certain kinematic aspects of the reach-to-grasp movement. Reference events for the PSTH were the time stamps for the warning and GO cue, as well as reference events extracted from kinematic Zebris measures ((1) start of the hand-reaching phase, when wrist sensor velocity exceeded 0.05 m/s; (2) peak velocity of the wrist sensor; (3) end of the reaching period, when wrist sensor velocity fell below 0.05 m/s; (4) time of maximal grip aperture, as indicated by maximal distance between thumb and index finger marker; (5) time of minimal distance between thumb and index finger during button press), and reference events extracted from EMG activity (onset of the deltoid and first dorsal interosseus muscle activity). The onset of EMG activity was determined after DC offset correction, rectification and smoothing (time constant 0.1 s), with a threshold detection algorithm (threshold 0.04 V) and final visual inspection.
PSTH (bin 0.025 s in post-processing smoothing of PSTH with boxcar filter 3 bins, unit spikes per second) were calculated in NEX with two different time ranges around the event (−0.5 s to 3 s around the digital GO signal to obtain an overview of SUA activity during the entire course of the movement and −0.5 s to 1.5 s for each reference event for detailed SUA modulation). Peaks in PSTH were considered significant when they exceeded the 95% confidence interval around the mean expected firing rate of the whole recording.
Correlation of STN-SUA with Reach Velocity
SUAs with a PSTH demonstrating modulation during the reaching phase of the reach-to-grasp movement were correlated with the velocity of the wrist sensor by breaking the spike train and velocity curve into time segments of 0.1 s bins. Two-sided Pearson testing was performed at a significance level of p < 0.05.
Characterization of Neuronal Firing Pattern by Interspike-Interval Histograms
The firing pattern of SUA was categorized as described previously (Hassani et al., 1996; Steigerwald et al., 2008) . The firing pattern of each neuron was predetermined based on the visual inspection of the spike train and the characteristics of the interspike-interval histogram (ISIH). ISIH (interval 0-0.25 s, bin 0.001 s, smoothed with filter 3 bins) were calculated for SUA at rest (−3 s to 0 s prior to attentional signal) and during movement (0-3 s after GO signal). ISIH were classified into three types according to their asymmetry index (AI), calculated by the ratio of mode ISI/mean ISI and the coefficient of the variance (CV): (1) bursting or burst-like firing pattern (AI < 0.55; CV < 1.25); (2) irregular firing pattern (AI < 0.55; CV > 1.25); (3) regular tonic firing pattern (AI close to unity, at least >0.55; CV < 1). To assess possible differences in firing characteristics at rest and during movement, we compared mean frequencies and mean CV as a marker of firing regularity by paired t-tests (level of significance p < 0.05). In addition, we investigated whether the firing pattern of a neuron at rest was associated with the pattern during movement by performing two separate Huynh-Feldt corrected two-way ANOVAs with the factors neuron ((1) facilitation vs. inhibition; (2) reaching vs. grip vs. post-movement vs. polymodal vs. no reaction) and condition (rest vs. movement).
Characterization of Neuronal Firing Patterns by Autocorrelation and Power Spectral Density Analysis
Autocorrelation functions (1000 ms, bin size 1 ms, offset 500 ms) were calculated for each SUA at rest (SUA activity outside of the time range from the warning signal and the end of the movement) and during the prehensile movement (SUA activity within the time range from the GO signal to the end of the movement) and analyzed by the method of Raz et al. (1996) ; (Amirnovin et al., 2004) to detect significant oscillations. For the autocorrelation, the trough of the refractory period ± around the time zero was removed first to reduce the high-frequency noise of the low pass filtered (100 Hz) signal. Consecutive power spectra (1.953 Hz resolution, hamming window) were analyzed for peaks between 1 Hz and 100 Hz exceeding five standard deviations above the mean power, and normalized by scaling to RMS. The oscillatory activity was classified according to the peak frequency of the power spectrum into extended theta (1-7 Hz), alpha (8-12 Hz), beta (13-35 Hz), lower gamma (36-60 Hz), or higher gamma activity .
To analyze differences of the mean power of the autocorrelogram between rest and movement, 2-factorial, Huynh-Feldt-corrected ANOVA with the factors condition (rest vs. movement) and the two main frequencies (theta vs. beta frequency) was conducted.
Results are presented as mean ± standard deviation, unless otherwise stated.
RESULTS
We were able to extract the activity of 114 SUA during reach-to-grasp movements in 12 patients. These SUA were examined in terms of their movement-related activity, their firing characteristics and their location within the STN.
Kinematic Aspects of Intraoperative Reach-to-Grasp Task
The kinematics of the intraoperatively-performed reach-tograsp movements ( Table 2 ) were comparable to the movement performance of PD patients observed postoperatively in the STIM OFF condition in a previously described larger cohort (Pötter-Nerger et al., 2013) . The total MT was slightly prolonged compared to controls in literature (1.22 ± 0.23 s). During the reaching phase, the acceleration phase (0.44 ± 0.14 s of total MT) was usually shorter than the deceleration phase (0.77 ± 0.18 s), the peak velocity (0.25 ± 0.08 m/s) was achieved at 36.75 ± 8.58% of the total MT. The grip formation for the button press developed in parallel to the reaching phase, with an initial opening of the grip aperture between thumb and index finger (maximal distance 65.82 ± 10.53 mm) followed by the grip closure (minimal distance 45.67 ± 9.03 mm) during the button press. The time to maximal grip aperture was 0.86 ± 0.27 s at 70.76 ± 4.26% of the total MT, and thus occurred during the deceleration phase of the reaching phase near to the end of the movement.
Three of the intraoperatively-tested PD patients were also part of the cohort tested postoperatively (Pötter-Nerger et al., 2013) . STN-DBS improved maximal velocity (0.33 ± 0.11 m/s), slightly widened grip aperture (maximal distance 74.79 ± 9.64 mm, minimal distance 50.09 ± 10.73 mm), but induced no changes in the velocity profile (MT acceleration 39.09 ± 4.09%; MT deceleration 60.91 ± 4.09%; time to maximal grip aperture 68.5 ± 3.63% of total MT).
Movement-Related Activity of STN Neurons
During the reach-to-grasp movement, 75 (65.79%) of the isolated 114 STN neurons exhibited movement-associated activity changes. The activity of 56/75 neurons (74.67%) was facilitated during the movement, 17/75 neurons (22.67%) exhibited both facilitation and inhibition to different aspects of the movement, and only 2/75 neurons (2.67%) were exclusively inhibited during the movement.
The movement-associated activity of the STN neurons was investigated in more detail by calculating PSTH to different aspects of the movements, as described above (Figure 1) . The movement-related activity as revealed by the PSTH was merged into four groups: (1) attentional phase before The table demonstrates mean and standard deviation (SD) of the kinematic parameters of the reach-to-grasp movement in all 12 patients tested intraoperatively (first column) and in a subgroup of three Parkinson's disease patients who were tested additionally postoperatively without (second column) and with subthalamic stimulation the execution of the movement; (2) The reaching phase of the reach-to-grasp movement; (3) the grip phase of the movement; (4) post-movement activation after the movement had been terminated. Not a single SUA exhibited an isolated modulation during the attentional phase. 14/114 neurons (12.28%) displayed modulation of neuronal activity only during the reaching phase (see Figure 2) . 10/114 neurons (8.77%) revealed activity changes exclusively in the grip phase (see Figure 3 ). 6/114 neurons (5.26%) presented exclusive firing changes related to movement termination (see Figure 4) . The largest proportion of STN neurons (45/114, 39.47%) exhibited polymodal activation during two or more phases of the movement (see Figure 5 ). Among these polymodal neurons, 14/45 neurons (31.11%) exhibited activity changes during all phases of the movement, whereas 31/45 neurons (68.89%) showed a bimodal modulation: 10/45 neurons (22.22%) during the reach and grip phase, 10/45 neurons (22.22%) during the reaching phase and after movement termination, 11/45 neurons (24.44%) during the grip phase and after movement termination.
Thus, the largest proportion of movement-related neurons (48/75, 64%) exhibited isolated or combined modulation of their spiking activity during the reaching phase of the movement. The firing of 11/14 (78.57%) ''reaching'' neurons was significantly correlated with the velocity or acceleration of the reaching movement (Figure 6 ), 6/11 (54.55%) neurons responded to velocity (3/6 [50%] positive correlations, 3/6 [50%] negative correlations) and 7/11 (63.64%) neurons responded to acceleration (2/7 [28.57%] positive correlations, 5/7 [71.42%] negative correlations). The relation to velocity or acceleration was less consistently observed in polymodal neurons. One of the 34 polymodal neurons that showed modulation during the transport phase could not be analyzed due to missing kinematic data. 14/33 (42.42%) STN polymodal neurons were significantly correlated with velocity or the acceleration during the reaching movement: 5/33 (15.15%) neurons responded to velocity (in all neurons velocity and discharge rate were modulated in the same direction); a larger fraction of polymodal neurons (9/33, 27.27%) were related to acceleration, 7/9 (77.78%) neurons were positively, 2/9 (22.22%) were negatively correlated.
We did not find a functional segregation of the different task-specific neuron types within STN, as revealed by superimposition of the recording sites onto the Schaltenbrandt stereotactic atlas (Figure 7) . As expected, most of the analyzed STN neurons clustered within the dorsal part of the STN (sensorimotor region).
Characterization of the Firing Pattern of STN Neurons
As revealed by ISIH, the firing pattern of STN neurons remained largely unaffected by the activation condition. The proportion of STN neurons exhibiting a bursting (n = 48 vs. 49), irregular (56 vs. 55) or tonic (10 vs. 10) firing behavior was comparable between periods of rest and movement. Neither did the CV (p = 0.81, t = 0.25) and AI (p = 0.37, t = −0.89) of ISIHs change between rest or movement, when analyzing all movementrelated neurons. Only the frequency increased during movement (34.36 ± 32.73 Hz) compared to rest (31.98 ± 32.85 Hz) when all neurons were pooled (p ≤ 0.01, t = −3.67).
We conducted ANOVA testing to determine whether the resting firing properties (pattern, AI, CV, mean frequency) were associated with task responsiveness during the reach-to-grasp movement, but found no significant relationship.
Characterization of Oscillatory Behavior
Autocorrelation analysis (Figure 8) frequency (8/28 [28.6%] neurons). Only 3/28 (10.7%) neurons were oscillating in the lower and higher gamma (>36 Hz) and 2/28 (7.1%) neurons in the alpha frequency (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) .
Most of the oscillating neurons at rest were polymodal neurons (14/28 [50%]), but there was also a large proportion of oscillating neurons that did not exhibit task-related firing changes (8/28 [28.6%] During movement, autocorrelations revealed a remarkable decrease of single neurons with significant oscillations (13.2% of neurons during movement vs. 24.6% at rest). Moreover, the spectral power of autocorrelations with significant oscillatory behavior decreased. Two-way ANOVA testing with the factors condition (rest vs. movement) and frequency (theta vs. beta frequency) for the mean power revealed a significant impact of condition (F = 6.121, p = 0.043), but not for the frequency (F = 0.448, p = 0.525) or the interaction of condition × frequency (F = 0.427, p = 0.534), indicating a reduced oscillation power during movement compared to rest irrespective of the frequencies. We did not include the gamma frequency in the ANOVA, since we only found three neurons in this frequency with low power; however, as revealed by visual inspection those gamma oscillations were also reduced and not increased by movement.
DISCUSSION
We found movement-related activity changes in about two-thirds of single units recorded from the dorsal STN during reach-to-grasp movements in PD patients. These neurons were responding to several kinematic aspects of the ongoing movement (polymodal neurons), most often related to the reaching phase within the reach-to-grasp movement. The reaching-related modulation of firing frequency was correlated with movement velocity or acceleration. Movement-related facilitation of neuronal activity was in general more common than inhibition. The firing frequency, but not the firing pattern, was modulated with movement onset. We found a large proportion of STN neurons exhibiting significant oscillatory firing behavior at rest, mainly in the beta and theta frequency, which diminished during movement. Most importantly, none of these task-related activity changes were observed in the premovement period, thus supporting a role of the STN in movement execution but not planning. To our knowledge, this is the first study analyzing human STN SUA in relation to different kinematic aspects of the reach-to-grasp movement.
The interpretation of our results, however, is inherently limited by the fact, that recordings were performed in patients affected by a movement disorder. Since normal control data are obviously unavailable, we cannot determine with certainty, which findings reflect physiological functions of STN and which findings relate to the pathophysiology of PD. Some insights may be derived from the comparison of our results to previous studies of movement-related basal ganglia activity in healthy, non-human primates.
Comparison of STN activity in PD patients and healthy monkeys during volitional movements revealed differences depending on the peri-movement response type. Neurons exhibiting peri-movement facilitation revealed higher neuronal discharge frequencies in Parkinsonian patients compared to healthy animals. Neuronal bursting activity with frequencyspecific synchronization and diminished response variability was more often found in the Parkinsonian state interpreted as reduced information carrying capacity (Gale et al., 2009) .
Task-related changes in the STN, striatum, or globus pallidus of healthy monkeys were found predominantly during the execution of proximal arm movement (DeLong et al., 1984b) . A correlation of STN firing frequency with movement velocity has also been demonstrated in non-human primates during step-tracking arm movements (Georgopoulos et al., 1983; DeLong et al., 1984b) . These observations underline the role of the STN in surveilling kinematic aspects of arm movements.
There are some preceding single studies in man investigating movement-associated basal ganglia activity by single cell or local field recordings in the basal ganglia. Consistent with our observations, facilitation in the STN in PD patients during voluntary arm movements was more frequently observed than movement-related inhibition as found in this study (Magariños-Ascone et al., 2000; Rodriguez-Oroz et al., 2001; Abosch et al., 2002; Levy et al., 2002; Amirnovin et al., 2004; Hanson et al., 2012) . We found oscillating activity at rest in about one-quarter of investigated STN neurons, mainly in the theta and beta frequency, in accordance with previous single unit recording studies (Moran et al., 2008; Steigerwald et al., 2008) and postoperative local field potential (LFP) recordings in the dorsolateral STN (Levy et al., 2002; Kuhn et al., 2005; Weinberger et al., 2006) and GPi (Brown et al., 2001) in Parkinsonian patients. With the beginning of the reach-tograsp movement, the oscillatory activity significantly declined comparable to previous findings of reduced oscillatory activity in single unit recordings during externally cued, voluntary, chest-to-target reaching movements (Levy et al., 2002) , or beta oscillation suppression in LFP recordings prior to self-and externally-cued movements (Levy et al., 2002; Priori et al., 2002; Paradiso et al., 2003; Kuhn et al., 2004; Doyle et al., 2005; Purzner et al., 2007; Joundi et al., 2012) . These findings are in accordance with the ongoing hypothesis that increased beta oscillations block the normal information flow through the basal ganglia and antagonize motor-related processing, resulting in motor impairment (Moran et al., 2008) . The consistent findings during the reach-to-grasp movement investigated here, and other motor-related tasks in preceding studies, point to the hypothesis that certain neuronal characteristics seem to be ''universally valid'' as common integral parts of movement which are not taskspecific, but a generally used neuronal code of movement.
The observation of movement-related SUA changes during the reaching phase was coherent with postoperative kinematic analyses of the reach-to-grasp movement in Parkinsonian patients with implanted STN electrodes. STN stimulation induced improvement mainly of the reaching phase, such as increment of movement velocity, but had less impact on the grip formation for object manipulation (Pötter-Nerger et al., 2013) . This paradigm might represent an example for the possibility of predictive postoperative outcome by intraoperative observations.
The reach-to-grasp movement represents a precise, rapid, adaptable, goal-directed movement relying on constant recalibration in the environmental context by multistaged ''feedforward'' or ''feedback'' control (Alexander and Crutcher, 1990b; Azim and Alstermark, 2015) . The initial variable motor command is corrected and adapted by afferent visual and proprioceptive feedback and internal, centrally-generated copies of the motor command. Within this ''feedforwardfeedback'' system during forelimb movements, the role of the STN is still a matter of debate (Alexander and Crutcher, 1990b) . Recent studies revealed evidence for the involvement of the STN in the ''feedforward'' control by observations of a single unit (Amirnovin et al., 2004) and LFP changes prior to movement (Kuhn et al., 2004; Williams et al., 2005) , as well as findings during motor imagery (Kuhn et al., 2006) in the STN. On the other hand, there is evidence for afferent ''feedback'' processing of the ongoing motor program in the animal model and in humans. There were late increases of neuronal discharge rates with or even after EMG onset of the major portion of neurons in STN microrecordings (DeLong et al., 1984b; Wichmann et al., 1994a; Cheruel et al., 1996) and late beta synchronization after successful completion of the movement (Kuhn et al., 2004 (Kuhn et al., , 2006 . In our observations, we found no activity changes prior to movement during the attentional phase, but mainly during movement or after the actual movement had been finished. We therefore suggest that in this specific experimental setting of a more or less ''stereotyped'' motor task, the STN was more involved in the ''feedback control'' of the movement than in the ''feedforward'' motor planning.
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